Break the Fire Triangle. Fire is composed of three main ingredients.

Fuel - Heat - Oxygen

These three factors are always present to some degree. A fire can be contained and ultimately controlled by lessening just one of these. A good vegetation management plan can keep you, your loved ones and your home safe from a wildfire. It will also allow easier access for fire crews to access your property.

The Chipper is available for rent along with a qualified operator from the Tehama County RCD by the day or week. The RCD can also provide a crew and a Registered Professional Forester for technical advice if you are interested.

For more information, or to schedule a rental date please contact:

Tehama County Resource Conservation District
2 Sutter Street, Suite D
Red Bluff, CA 96080
(530) 527-3013 x116
We can help you turn your property into a park like setting and create a healthier environment around your property. By thinning out some those overstocked trees, getting rid of that unwanted brush, dead and dying limbs your property will be the talk of the town. We may also help you access some of those areas on your property that you may want to use but have not been able to get to because the brush was too thick.

You can improve your chances of surviving a wildfire by eliminating fuels around your home that accumulate, and by improving your fuelbreaks. By establishing fuel-free areas around your home and driveways, you are giving yourself a chance to avoid losing your home to wildfire. It is not necessary to remove all vegetation to create defensible space around your home. Selectively thinning existing live fuels, the removal of large woody debris and pruning lower-hanging tree branches will increase your chances of surviving a wildfire significantly.